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SUMMARY
Cell division is a process by which a mother cell divides into genetically identical sister cells, although sister cells often display consider-

able diversity. In this report, over 350 sister embryonic stem cells (ESCs) were isolated through a microdissection method, and then

expression levels of 48 key genes were examined for each sister cell. Our system revealed considerable diversities between sister ESCs

at both pluripotent and differentiated states, whereas the similarity between sister ESCs was significantly elevated in a 2i (MEK and

GSK3b inhibitors) condition, which is believed to mimic the ground state of pluripotency. DNA methyltransferase 3a/3b were down-

regulated in 2i-grown ESCs, and the loss of DNA methyltransferases was sufficient to generate nearly identical sister cells. These results

suggest that DNAmethylation is amajor cause of the diversity between sister cells at the pluripotent states, and thus demethylation per se

plays an important role in promoting ESC’s self-renewal.
INTRODUCTION

Stem cell divisions resulting in alternative pathways of self-

renewal or differentiation require very distinctive epige-

netic regulation of gene expression from the same genome.

Where division has a symmetrical output of progeny cells,

the assumption is that the molecular signatures derived

from sister cells (daughter cells from a common parent

cell) are identical. In this context, various types of markers

and biological functions have been used to evaluate the

symmetry of cell divisions (Beckmann et al., 2007; Huang

et al., 1999; Muramoto et al., 2010; Punzel et al., 2002;

Suda et al., 1983; Wu et al., 2007; Zwaka and Thomson,

2005). Although each of these studies addressed a partic-

ular biological question (e.g., similarity levels of transcrip-

tional oscillation of a few genes betweenDictyostelium sister

cells [Muramoto et al., 2010]) and provided important in-

formation to relevant fields, the overall level of similarity

between sister cells has not been thoroughly addressed.

Human ESCs, for example, are considered to divide and

differentiate ‘‘symmetrically’’ regardless of the cultural

condition, but this assumption is based on the distribution

of the expression of a single gene POU5F1 measured

through the signal of highly stable protein, eGFP (Zwaka

and Thomson, 2005). More comprehensive and sensitive

approaches should be undertaken to evaluate the actual

level of division symmetry. (In this report, the term ‘‘sym-

metric division’’ refers to the generation of two daughter

cells that exhibit high-level similarities in cell fates, prolif-

erative capacities, and/or the presence of biomarkers.)

Although murine embryonic stem cells (ESCs) in culture

look morphologically similar, a subset of genes is often
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differentially expressed within a population (Carter et al.,

2008; Chambers et al., 2007; Hayashi et al., 2008; Kalmar

et al., 2009; Payer et al., 2006; Singh et al., 2007). Nanog

and Gata 6 proteins are expressed heterogeneously in

both ESCs and the inner cell mass of E3.5 blastocysts, sug-

gesting that the heterogeneity is not solely an in vitro phe-

nomenon (Chazaud et al., 2006). These results raise the

possibility that the fidelity of ESC ‘‘self-renewal’’ is less

than one would predict.

Here, we established amethod to isolate single sister cells

through microdissection to evaluate the symmetry of ESC

divisions at molecular levels. High-throughput RT-PCR

analyses using isolated single sister cells suggests that

ESCs divided symmetrically at the ground state of pluripo-

tency, which was induced by a 2i condition (Ying et al.,

2008), whereas the symmetry was significantly declined

in pluripotent (medium with LIF and BMP4) and differen-

tiation states (medium without LIF and BMP4). We also

found that the ground pluripotent state (medium with 2i,

LIF, and BMP4) was accompanied by the reduction in the

number of coregulating genes at single-cell levels. Impor-

tantly, we found that DNA methyltransferases 3a and 3b

(Dnmt3a/3b) are downregulated in 2i-grown ESCs as re-

ported recently (Leitch et al., 2013), and ESCs that are defi-

cient for three DNA methyltransferases generated nearly

identical sister cells, suggesting the link between epigenetic

regulation and the fidelity of cell divisions. We believe that

our systems will expand the capability of single-cell ana-

lyses and will help identifying mechanisms that cause

cellular heterogeneity, which emerges as an important

problem in stem cell biology, translational research, and

effective cancer treatment.
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Figure 1. Single Sister Cell Analyses
(A) Procedures to evaluate the fidelity of cell division by analyzing
RNA levels in each sister cell. Anti-E-cadherin (anti-E-cad) was
added to keep cells in suspension. Lists of genes and primer in-
formation are described in Table S2 and S3, respectively.
(B) A pair of sister cells before the sister cell microdissection.
(C) Paired sister cells were separated by providing physical pressure
on the junction between sister cells using a glass pipette.
(D) Sister cells were separated by the glass pipette.
(E) Each sister cell was recovered by altering the temperature of the
glass pipette. After one of the sister cells was transferred to AG480F
slide, Quixell system automatically brought back the pipette to the
first picking position, and the other sister cell could be isolated and
transferred.
Scale bars, 20 mm. See also Figure S1, Tables S1, S2, and S3, and
Movie S1.
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RESULTS

Single Sister Cell Analyses

To evaluate the similarity levels between sister ESCs, we

initially compared the expression levels of two ESC

markers, Pou5f1 (also known asOct4) and Klf4, between sis-

ter cells through single molecule FISH methods enabling

each mRNA molecule to be visualized under the micro-

scope (Raj and Tyagi, 2010). We found that whereas a few
Stem Cell
sister pairs clearly displayed considerable differences in

the number of RNA spots between sister cells, a majority

of pairs displayed the nearly identical number of Klf4

RNA spots (Figure S1 available online). Although the num-

ber of Pou5f1 RNA spots looks more inconsistent between

sister cells (Figure S1), the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test

found no significant difference between Klf4 and Pou5f1

in the diversity levels between sister cells (D = 0.4, Npau5f1 =

10, Nklf4 = 9, p = 0.4). Probe sequences are shown in Table

S1. Although this method allowed us to determine the

number of RNA spots for a few markers in each sister cell,

the analytical process of the experiment was labor inten-

sive and time consuming, and thus it was very difficult to

analyze larger numbers of cell samples with numerous

probes. These problems lead us to develop a method to

evaluate the overall similarity between sister cell using

high-throughput RNA analyses.

To this end, we first established a system to isolate and

analyze two sister ESCs that are associated with each other

at the postmitotic phase (Figure 1A). The most challenging

part was to break the firm interaction between sister cells

without damaging them. The Quixell automated cell trans-

fer system (Stoelting) allowed us to isolate single cells with

a glass micropipette under the microscope; however, the

instrument was originally designed to isolate a ‘‘loner’’ sin-

gle cell in suspension culture, and thus we needed to

develop a protocol with the instrument to separate paired

sister ESCs.

To facilitate dissecting dividing ESCs, cells were treated

with nocodazole briefly, harvested, and then incubated

for 90 min in fresh media containing anti-E-cadherin,

which maintains cells’ suspension state without compro-

mising pluripotency even after 24 hr of labeling (Mohamet

et al., 2010).We verified that anti-E-cadherin treatment (for

90 min) does not affect expression levels of 48 genes that

we examined in this study (r = 0.99, Figure S2A). Corre-

lating with the previous finding that nocodazole does not

alter ESC’s potentials to reprogram somatic cells into

pluripotent cells (Hezroni et al., 2011), a short-term incuba-

tion with nocodazole did not affect cell’s undifferentiation

states, which were measured based on alkaline phospha-

tase staining and colony morphologies (Figures S2B and

S2C). We dissected paired sister ESCs (Figure 1B) by trap-

ping one sister cell within the cylinder of a glass micro-

pipette (10–15 mm diameter), simultaneously providing

physical pressure onto the junction between sister cells

with the edge of the glass micropipette (Figures 1C and

1D; Movie S1). The trapped cell can enter into the cylinder

following a reduction in the temperature of the glass

pipette (Figure 1E; Movie S1). Isolated single cells were

quickly transferred onto a reaction site on the AmpliGrid

AG480F glass slide, which allows us to monitor the integ-

rity of the single cell optically during micromanipulation.
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Table 1. Distribution of Correlation Coefficients of Expression
Levels

Valid N Mean Median Min Max SD CV

ESC RNA 1081 0.92 0.92 0.82 0.98 0.026 0.028

WT, +LIF 48 0.74 0.74 0.47 0.90 0.104 0.14

WT, +LIF nonsister 44 0.72 0.72 0.45 0.86 0.097 0.13

WT, - LIF 48 0.73 0.75 0.32 0.91 0.161 0.22

WT, 2i 42 0.82 0.84 0.51 0.94 0.116 0.14

WT, 2i nonsister 42 0.76 0.78 0.64 0.87 0.067 0.088

TKO, +LIF 46 0.88 0.89 0.70 0.94 0.057 0.064

Dnmt1 null, +LIF 86 0.80 0.84 0.36 0.94 0.116 0.15

Min, minimum; Max, maximum; CV, coefficient of variation. See also Fig-

ure S3 and Tables S2, S3, and S4.
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Cells deposited onto the slide were then manually trans-

ferred to PCR tubes and then were frozen on dry ice. The

Quixell system records the initial picking position, allow-

ing us to isolate the other sister cell easily.

Isolated single cells were processed for cell lysis, reverse

transcription, target-specific complementary DNA (cDNA)

amplification, and high-throughput qPCR analyses on

the Biomark HD platform. We initially selected 93 genes

that are expressed in undifferentiated ESCs based on previ-

ous microarray studies (see Experimental Procedures for

details). After testing primer qualities at single-cell levels,

we focused on 48 target genes, which include 31 genes

associated with DNA/chromatin/RNA binding including

core induced pluripotent stem cell (iPSC) reprogramming

factors (Takahashi et al., 2006), four genes for cytoskel-

eton-related proteins, five genes for metabolism/transport

related proteins, two genes for cyclin-dependent kinases,

four genes for membrane receptor/extracellular cytokines,

and two genes for proteins with unknown molecular func-

tions. Further details for each gene and primer sequence

can be found in Tables S2 and S3, respectively. For each of

48 primer sets, we determined the higher threshold of the

quantification cycle (Cq) values (Table S3), which provide

good reproducibility and are still in the area of logarithmic

amplification. Forty-eight replicates of the whole reaction

(reverse transcription, gene amplification, and qPCR), us-

ing single-cell equivalent 30 pg of ESC RNA displayed

very strong correlations among Cq values (r = 0.92), assur-

ing the accuracy of our experimental system (Figure S2D;

Table 1). It should also be noted that using the same ampli-

fied cDNA sample two independent Biomark qPCR experi-

ments (48 3 48) displayed strong correlation between

results (r = 0.98), indicating the reproducibility of the

experimental approach (Figures S2E and S2F).
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Pluripotent and Differentiating ESCs Do Not Generate

Identical Sister Cells, but 2i Elevates ESC’s Division

Symmetry

Expression analyses for these 48 genes in 48 cells (24 pairs

of sister cells) suggest significant transcriptional differences

between sister cells even in the presence of LIF and BMP4, a

combination of which supports pluripotency in culture

(the pluripotent state) (Ying et al., 2003) and strong stain-

ing for alkaline phosphatase activity (Figure S3A). When

cells were grown in medium with LIF and BMP4, the

mean correlation coefficients ðrÞ of 48 gene expression

levels based onCq values between sister cells (total 24 pairs)

was 0.74 (Table 1; Figure 2A). We also collected nonsister

cells (= daughter cells originating from different parental

cells) as a ‘‘pseudo’’ pair and then determined the similarity

of gene expression levels between those two cells (r = 0.72)

(Table 1; Figure 2A). Although the correlation coefficient

between sister cells was slightly higher compared to

nonsister cells from ‘‘pseudo’’ pairs, the K-S test found

no significant difference between them in the presence

of LIF and BMP4 (D = 0.22, Nsister cells:+LIF&BMP4 = 48,

Nnonsister cells (pseudo pairs):+LIF&BMP4 = 44, p = 0.603). Removal

of LIF and BMP4 from the media for 1 day reduced Nanog

and Klf4 expression (Figure S3B), and the same media

caused the loss of alkaline phosphatase staining (Fig-

ure S3A) but did not alter the mean correlation coefficient

value based on Cq values between sister cells (r = 0.73) (Fig-

ure S3C; Table 1). Although the measure of variance of cor-

relation coefficients was higher in cells without LIF and

BMP4 (coefficient of variation = 0.22) compared to cells

in medium with LIF and BMP4 (coefficient of variation =

0.14), the K-S test found no significant difference in

distribution of correlation coefficients (D = 0.21,

Nsister cells:LIF&BMP4 = 48, Nsister cells: no LIF&BMP4 = 48, p =

0.622)(Table 1). These data suggest that at the early stage

of ESC differentiation initiated by LIF withdrawal, the sim-

ilarity of sister ESCs was not significantly altered.

Recently, Smith’s group and others have identified and

characterized several chemical compounds that could

maintain ESCs at the ground state of pluripotency.

PD0325901, a potent and selective inhibitor for phosphor-

ylation of ERK, efficiently reduces spontaneous differ-

entiation when it is combined with a GSK3 inhibitor

CHIR99021 (Ying et al., 2008) or LIF (Silva et al., 2008). Co-

treatment with PD0235901 and LIF reduces the expression

heterogeneity of Nanog, with the increase of mean and

maximum levels of expression. CHIR99021, a highly selec-

tive inhibitor for GSK3 (Murray et al., 2004) (Bain et al.,

2007), promotes nonneural differentiation, but when com-

bined with PD0325901 (2i) ESCs are not only well

expanded with maintaining pluripotency (Ying et al.,

2008), but also express a subset of ESC regulators more

ubiquitously (Miyanari and Torres-Padilla, 2012; Wray
uthors
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Figure 2. Similarity Levels between
Sister ESCs
(A and B) Correlation coefficients of
expression levels of 48 ESC markers between
sister cells or nonsister cells (‘‘pseudo’’ pairs)
cultured in media with LIF and BMP4 (A) and
with LIF, BMP4, and 2i (B).
See also Figure S2 and Tables S2, S3, and S4.
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et al., 2010; Marks et al., 2012), suggesting that the

pluripotency can be stabilized at the ground state with 2i

treatment. When ESCs were cultured in 2i conditions, a

combination of which also supported strong alkaline phos-

phatase staining (Figure S3A), the similarity between sister

cells in 2i media was significantly elevated compared to

sister cells cultured with LIF and BMP4 only (r = 0.82)

(D = 0.46, Nsister cells:2i = 42, Nsister cells:LIF&BMP4 = 48, p =

0.01) (Figure 2B; Table 1). Correlating with this, we found

differences between Cq values in a subset of genes (e.g.,

Bcor, Klf4, and Nr0b1) obtained from each sister cell were

considerably reduced by 2i (Table S4). Importantly, in 2i

conditions the similarity between sister cells was also

significantly elevated compared to nonsister cells derived

from ‘‘pseudo’’ pairs (r = 0.76)(D = 0.48, Nsister cells:+2i =

42, Nnonsister cells (pseudo pairs):+2i = 42, p = 0.011) (Table 1; Fig-

ure 2B). These results suggest that 2i reduces the levels of

dissimilarity between sister cells, thereby helping to elevate

the expression homogeneity of the population. Taken

together, these results suggest that despite the common

assumption that pluripotent ESCs proliferate through

‘‘self-renewal’’ cycles, they do not always produce identical

sister cells based on RNA profiles. The term ‘‘self-renewal’’

may be more applicable to 2i conditions, because 2i signif-

icantly elevates the levels of the similarity between sister

cells compared to other states. The whole expression data

can be found in Table S4.

Interestingly, we found that in nonsister single cells

expression levels of genes encoding reprogramming factors
Stem Cell
(Klf4, Pou5f1, and Sox2) correlated stronger or more signif-

icantly in media containing LIF and BMP4 compared to

medium without LIF and BMP4 or 2i medium (Figure 3).

We observed similar trends in 1,128 possible gene pairs,

observing that adding 2i reduced the overall number of

genes that are significantly correlated (p < 0.000042, see Ta-

ble S5) compared to ESCs cultured LIF and BMP4 only

(pluripotent states) after conducing the sequential Bonfer-

roni correction for multiplicity of comparisons (Sokal and

Rohlf, 2012) (Figure S4; Table S5). Interestingly, Nanog

expression levels were not significantly correlated with a

majority of genes including reprogramming factors regard-

less of culture conditions used. This is consistent with pre-

vious observations that Nanog expression levels appeared

to be regulated in a stochastic manner (Kalmar et al.,

2009), or are regulated through additional mechanisms

not involving the other reprogramming factors (Abranches

et al., 2013; Niwa et al., 2009). These results suggest that

despite the greater similarity between sister cells in 2i con-

ditions, overall levels of coordinated expression of genes

including four reprogramming factors appear to be less

prominent compared to the pluripotent state.

Loss of Three DNA Methyltransferases Promotes

Symmetric Divisions

Recent results suggest that de novo methyltransferases

Dnmt3a/3bwere downregulated in the presence of 2i, lead-

ing to global demethylation in ESC genome (Leitch et al.,

2013). The 2i condition affects gene sets that are also
Reports j Vol. 1 j 360–369 j October 15, 2013 j ª2013 The Authors 363



Figure 3. 2i Undermines Coregulation between Reprogramming Factors
Correlation of expression levels among reprogramming factors at single-cell levels. Both x and y axes represent Cq values of corresponding
genes. Correlation coefficients (r) are shown, and the ones that are statistically significant after applying the Bonferroni correction tests
are marked with an asterisk. Events with Cq values higher than the threshold (= non or low expressors) were not plotted because they were
not reliable and thus were not used for statistical analyses.
See also Figure S4 and Tables S2, S3, S4, and S5.
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affected by the deletion of three DNA methyltransferases,

Dnmt1, Dnmt3a, and Dnmt3b (triple knockout = TKO [Tsu-

mura et al., 2006; Leitch et al., 2013]). TKO ESCs display

complete demethylation and can be expanded indefinitely

in pro-undifferentiation ESC media (Tsumura et al., 2006).

Although these results suggest the involvement of DNA de-

methylation in maintaining cell’s ground pluripotent

states, it was not clear whether demethylation promotes

symmetric self-renewal, or simply reduces subpopulations

that are spontaneously differentiated through cell death

or slow growth (Sakaue et al., 2010; Tsumura et al., 2006).

To evaluate the link between DNA demethylation and

self-renewal, we first examined the expression levels of

DNA methyltransferases in ESCs through conventional

RT-PCR. As recently reported by Leitch et al. (2013), we

found that Dnmt1 expression levels were relatively

unchanged among three conditions, but Dnmt3a and 3b

were considerably downregulated in 2i-grown ESCs

compared to ESCs grown with or without LIF and BMP4

(Figure 4A). Because we found that 2i-grown ESCs

frequently generate symmetric sister ESCs, next we exam-

ined if the loss of DNA methyltransferases is sufficient to

promote ESC’s symmetric self-renewal at the pluripotent

states. We cultured TKO ESCs in LIF and BMP4 media, iso-

lated 46 sister cells, and then conducted Biomark analyses.
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We observed a prominently high level of similarity be-

tween sister cells in TKO backgrounds (r = 0.88)(Figure 4B;

Tables 1 and S4). It should be noted that this number is

close to the system’s upper detection limit, r = 0.92

(Table 1), at the single-cell level. The K-S test found that

the difference between wild-type and TKO ESCs is statisti-

cally significant (D = 0.70, Nsister cells:wild-type: LIF&BMP4 =

48, Nsister cells:TKO:LIF&BMP4 = 46, p = 0.00005). We also

analyzed Dnmt1-null ESCs that express Dnmt3a/3b at

normal levels (Lei et al., 1996; Tsumura et al., 2006), and

the K-S test found that the similarity level was significantly

reduced to r = 0.80 (D = 0.49, Nsister cells:Dnmt1: LIF&BMP4 = 86,

Nsister cells:TKO:LIF&BMP4 = 46, p = 0.001) (Figure 4B; Tables 1

and S4). The difference of r between wild-type and

Dnmt1-null ESCs was also statistically significant (D =

0.34, Nsister cells:wild-type = 48, Nsister cells:Dnmt1 null = 86, p =

0.01). These results suggest the negative impact of three

DNA methyltransferases on ESCs’ symmetric self-renewal.

We found no prominent deregulation of ESC reprogram-

ming factors (Nanog, Sox2, Klf4, and Pou5f1) in the TKO

background (Figure 4C), suggesting that the promotion of

symmetric division is caused by mechanisms other than

the stimulation of regulatory circuits that those reprogram-

ming factors are involved in. Taken together, these results

imply that DNA methylation per se is one of the major
uthors
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Figure 4. Deletion of Three DNA Methyltransferases Generates
Nearly Identical Sister Cells
(A) Analyses of expression levels of three DNA methyltransferases
using bulk RNA samples. Data plotted are fold change of expression
levels in 2i- (white bars), +LIF&BMP4- (light shaded gray bars), and
–LIF&BMP4- (dark shaded gray bars) grown ESCs. The SEM for two
independent experiments is shown.
(B) Distributions of correlation coefficients of expression levels of
48 ESC markers between sister ESCs are plotted. The difference
between WT (black bars) and TKO ESCs (white bars), WT and Dnmt1-
null ESCs, or Dnmt-null (shaded gray bars) and TKO ESCs was sta-
tistically significant (see text).
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causes of generating the diversity between sister ESCs, and

thus the reduction or loss of DNA methyltransferase activ-

ities helps promote symmetric self-renewal.
DISCUSSION

Although the similarity between sister cells can be evalu-

ated through imaging analyses, they are often labor inten-

sive and thus are not suitable to process a large number of

cells using multiple marker probes. In order to obtain a

high-throughput data set, we processed each of over 350

sister cells to a series of molecular reactions and were able

to identify a possible cause of generating the diversity be-

tween sister cells. Importantly, themicrodissectionmethod

can be combined with other single-cell methodologies

including analyses for genomic DNA sequence (Zong

et al., 2012), CpG methylation (Kantlehner et al., 2011),

noncoding and coding RNA sequence (Tang et al., 2010;

Tang et al., 2006), and protein analyses (Shi et al., 2012).

Sister cells isolated with this method are also viable and,

thus, can be used for a series of functional analyses, such

as the evaluation of proliferation kinetics and differentia-

tion potentials.

In this report, we used a high-throughput PCR-based plat-

formtoexamine the similaritybetween sister cells due to the

difficulty to conduct RNA sequencing analyses for each of

over 350 single-cell samples. Interestingly, the average cor-

relation coefficient (0.74) observed for WT ESCs in our sys-

tem appears to be slightly lower than the value from 12

randomly picked nonsister ESCs that were previously

measured based on RNA sequencing (Tang et al., 2010).

Thedifference isunlikely tobecausedby lowreproducibility

of experimental processes in our assay systems, because our

systems also provided the very high correlation coefficient

whenTKOESCswereanalyzed. It shouldbenoted that there

are considerable differences between two experimental sys-

tems, such as in culture conditions (ESCs cultured without

or with feeder cells), cDNA amplification methods, the

numbers of samples thatwere processed (over 40 single cells

or 12 single cells), and thenumbers of target genes thatwere

analyzed (48 or over 10,000 genes). The latter factor may

particularly be critical, because our system essentially

focused on 48 key ESC regulators, a majority of which are

factors related to transcription, whereas the other analyzed

over 10,000 genes that include numerous genes that are

constitutively expressed. It should be noted that the half-

life of mRNA molecules for transcription factors is much

shorter than the average (Sharova et al., 2009), and thus
(C) Box and whisker plots for expression levels of reprogramming
factors in WT and TKO single ESCs are shown. Median, 25th and 75th
percentile (box), and 5th and 95th percentile (whisker) are shown.
See also Tables S2, S3, and S4.
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our system could reveal the sister cell diversity, which is un-

detectable when the whole transcriptome is compared.

Regardless of the differences in experimental conditions,

our system successfully detect the diversity between sister

cells, revealing intrinsic and extrinsic mechanisms that

affect the mode of division symmetry of ESCs.

The role of expression noise-induced transition between

cellular states has been extensively discussed in the context

of differentiation (Chang et al., 2008; Furusawa and Ka-

neko, 2012; Pina et al., 2012). Our Biomark data suggest

that cellular states of ESCs are not entirely stable even at

the pluripotent state, frequently diversifying expression

levels between sister cells. The expression diversity be-

tween sister cells at the pluripotent state is in part caused

by DNA methylation and could be further enhanced by

the coregulation network, which contributes to generate

cells with more ‘‘transitional’’ states. A recent finding sug-

gested that both serum-grown and 2i-grown ES cells have

similar differentiation potentials (Marks et al., 2012). Simi-

larly, a recent paper using the Biomark system suggested

that multipotent hematopoietic cells do not display the

presence of transcriptome fluctuation in the self-renewing

cell population (Pina et al., 2012). These results suggest

that, whereas transitional states are correlated with differ-

entiation, they are unlikely to be essential for the mainte-

nance of cell’s stemness. In 2i-grown ESCs at the ground

pluripotent state, undermined gene regulatory networks

reduce the chance of generating cells with ‘‘transitional’’

states, potentially suppressing the diversity between sister

ESCs. Although further improvements in the technological

feasibility of next-generation RNA sequencing for single-

cell assay applications may help in validating these hy-

potheses, this work demonstrates the clear case where the

fidelity of stem cell division is examined using high-

throughput assay systems.

Although it still remains to be determined whether DNA

demethylation in TKO ESCs reduces the heterogeneity of

the general population elevating the similarity between sis-

ter cells or directly promotes symmetric divisions, our re-

sults using 2i-grown ESCs suggest that the downregulation

of DNA methyltransferases is correlated with the elevation

of symmetric divisions. It has been shown that ESCs that

are deficient for DNA methyltransferases grow robustly

and maintain undifferentiation characteristics (Tsumura

et al., 2006). This is likely to be achieved through two

mechanisms at cell population levels. First, undifferenti-

ated TKO cells gain growth advantages over differentiating

TKO ESCs, which display increasing levels of growth defect

and apoptotic cell death (Sakaue et al., 2010; Tsumura et al.,

2006). Second, as suggested in this report, the level of sym-

metric division is greatly promoted by demethylation,

which also takes place in 2i-grown ESCs (Leitch et al.,

2013). Taken together, these results suggest that global
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DNA demethylation is not only antagonistic to differentia-

tion, but also plays a role in promoting self-renewal to

maintain cells at the most naive state.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Cells and Culture Conditions
Mousewild-type J1 andDnmt1-null J1 ESCswere obtained fromDr.

Taiping Chen (MD Anderson Cancer Center). TKO J1 ESCs were

obtained from Dr. Masaki Okano (Riken Institute, Japan). ESCs

were cultured in DMEM/F12 media supplemented with N2, B27

(Invitrogen), BMP4 (R&D Systems), and LIF (Millipore) as

described (Ying et al., 2003). 2i, a MEK inhibitor PD0325901,

and a GSK3 beta inhibitor CHIR99021 were obtained from Selleck-

chem and Merck, respectively. Cells were treated with 0.1 mg/ml

Nocodazole for 6 hr andwere harvested using Accutase (Millipore),

and then 0.5–1.03 104 cells were seeded in a 3.5 cm plate contain-

ing fresh media with 4 ml/ml of anti-E-cadherin, clone DECMA-1

(Sigma-Aldrich). For differentiation, LIF and BMP4 were removed

from the media for 20 hr before treating with Nocodazole and

then released for 90 min in the same media. Sister cells (and non-

sister cells) were ready to be picked up between 90 and 180 min

from the release of G2/M phase arrest. Alkaline Phosphatase stain-

ing was performed as described in the instruction manual of Alka-

line Phosphatase Detection Kit (Millipore).

Imaging
Images shown in Figures 1, S2B, S2C, and S3A as well as Movie S1

were taken on an Olympus XM10 camera on an Olympus CKX41

inverted fluorescent microscope system (auto-exposure function,

CELL̂ D [Olympus]). Cell ejection portions were omitted from

Movie S1.

Sister Cell Isolation for Single-Cell Analyses
The Quixell system was installed on a CKX41 inverted microscope

(Olympus). The micropipette (tip size 10–15 mm, taper length 14–

18 mm, Stoelting) was slowly lowered so that only one of sister cells

could be trapped within the cylinder. The trapped sister cell was

allowed to enter into the pipette either through capillary action

or by reducing the temperature of the pipette operated through

the Quixell console. Then, 1.5 ml of loading mix (2 3 reaction

buffer [Cells Direct Kit, One step qPCR kit, Invitrogen]: DNA sus-

pension buffer [Teknova]: RT-PCR grade Water [Ambion] =

5:1.3:1) was quickly added to a new reaction site of the AG480F

slide, and the cell was ejected into the loading mix. Cell/loading

mix was transferred from the AG480F reaction site to a PCR tube.

The reaction site was washed with loading mix three times using

the same pipette tip, and then washing solution was mixed with

cell/loading mix in the tube (the total volume 7.3 ml). We also iso-

lated ‘‘pseudo’’ pairs that are composed of two nonsister single

cells, which were not located nearby. They were isolated approxi-

mately every 10 min from cultures.

Selection of Primers for cDNA Amplification
We initially designed 93 primers that cover genes that are (1) upre-

gulated in undifferentiated ESCs (Sharova et al., 2007) including
uthors
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iPSC reprogramming factors (Takahashi et al., 2006), (2) upregu-

lated in differentiated ESCs (Sepulveda et al., 2008), heteroge-

neously expressed in ES colonies (Carter et al., 2008), or (3)

DNMT1 target genes (GSE10519), and/or bivalent genes (Bernstein

et al., 2006) (Fouse et al., 2008; Whyte et al., 2012). We rejected 23

primer sets that did not satisfy our primer validation tests (see data

validation). Out of 70 genes, we decided to focus on 48 genes that

provide higher frequencies of generating reliable data in test exper-

iments. We did not include primers for development or differenti-

ation-related genes (e.g., bivalent genes) in the final list, due to low

reliability of expression data (their expression levels were too low

for single-cell assays).
Reverse Transcription and Target-Specific

Amplification
Samples were briefly spun down, quickly frozen on dry ice, and

then stored in a �80�C freezer. Samples were then thawed on ice

to disrupt the cell membrane. Reverse transcription and target-

specific cDNA amplification was performed in a single-tube reac-

tion using CellsDirect One-step qRT PCR kit (Invitrogen). A

reaction mixture (0.2 ml SuperScript II RT/Platinum Taq Mix

[Invitrogen] and 2.5 ml of primer mixtures for 93 genes [200 nM

for each] [Deltagene Assays, Fluidigm] that were resuspended in

DNA Suspension Buffer [Teknova]) was added to each tube. The

reaction was incubated at 50�C for 15 min, 95�C for 2 min, fol-

lowed by 18 cycles of (95�C for 15 s and 60�C for 4 min) and

held at 4�C. Unincorporated primers were subsequently removed

by treating with Exonuclease I (EXO I), NEB. A reaction mixture

contains 10 ml of amplified cDNA, 0.4 ml of 10 3 ExoI buffer,

0.8 ml EXOI enzyme (20U/ml), and 2.8 ml of RT-PCR gradewater. Re-

action was held at 37�C for 30 min and then at 80�C for 15 min to

inactivate of EXO I. Finally, DNA suspension buffer (36 ml) was

added to each sample (total 50 ml).
Analyses Using Biomark System
Sample and primer mixtures were loaded separately to inlets

located on both sides of the 483 48Gene Expression Arrays (Fluid-

igm). A Biomark qPCRmix was composed of 2.5 ml of 23 TaqMan

Gene Expression Master Mix (Applied Biosystems), 0.25 ml of 203

DNA Binding Dye Sample Loading Reagent (Fluidigm), 0.25 ml of

20 3 EvaGreen DNA binding dye (Biotium), and 2 ml of EXO-I-

treated cDNA sample. A primer reaction mix was composed of

2.5 ml of 2 3 assay loading reagent, 1.25 ml of DNA suspension

buffer, and 1.25 ml of a 20 mM primer pair. Sample loading was

done according to the instruction manual of the Biomark system.
Expression Analyses of Anti-E-Cadherin-Treated and

Untreated Cells
Five thousand ESCs were incubatedwith 4 ml of anti-E-cadherin for

90 min, and then RNA was prepared using TRIzol (Invitrogen).

RNA (1 ng) was processed to reverse transcription, target-specific

cDNA amplification, and Biomark analyses as described above.
Data Validation
All the analysis of raw qPCR data together with initial data valida-

tionwas performed using Real-Time PCRAnalysis Software version
Stem Cell
3 (Fluidigm). A threshold for Cq value (Table S3) was set manually

for each primer pair based on qPCR tests. Then, melting curves

were analyzed to reject primer sets that produce nonspecific prod-

ucts. Then, a scatterplot for correlation between peaks of melting

curve versus Cq value was drawn for every primer pair. Most of

the primers displayed a single peak of melting curve with few

distinct outliers. Based on the plot, a window of reliability for

melting temperature was determined, and all of the data outside

of the window were rejected from the analysis. If a particular

primer pair generated a broad distribution of melting curve peaks,

the primer would also be rejected from the analysis, as it produces

unreliable data. We did not conduct reference gene normalization,

because it is not regarded to be valid or applicable in single-cell

RNA assays (Ståhlberg et al., 2013).

RT-PCR Analyses for DNA Methyltransferases
RNA samples (50 ng) were processed for RT-qPCR analyses using

KAPA SYBR FAST One-Step qRT-PCR Kits (KAPABIOSYSTEMS).

qPCRs were conducted on a 7900HTqPCR system (ABI). The

following primers were used: Dnmt3a, 50-GAC TCT CCA GAG

GCCTGGTT-30, 50-GGCTCACACCTGAGCTGTACT-30;Dnmt3b,

50-GCG ACA ACC GTC CAT TCT TC-30, 50-CTC TGG GCA CTG

GCT CTG ACC-30. Dnmt1 primers are described in Table S3.

Statistical Analysis
It should be noted thatCq values higher than the threshold for reli-

able Cq values (Table S3) were omitted from the statistical analyses

used in this paper. To evaluate the similarity of sister cells, correla-

tion coefficients (r) for the expression levels of 48 genes between

sister cells were estimated. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was

used to evaluate the differences of correlation coefficient distribu-

tions of data sets derived from two sample sets (e.g., sister and non-

sister cells), due to the presence of skewness of the distribution and

uneven number of observations between compared groups, both

of which were not suitable for conducting stronger tests. To find

out which genes are coexpressed at a statistically significant level,

we build a matrix of comparison with 483 48 gene combinations.

Correlation between each pair of genes was computed. a-Level for

statistical significance was adjusted according to the sequential

Bonferroni correction for multiplicity of comparisons (Sokal and

Rohlf, 2012) to avoid the elevation of type I error.

Single Molecule FISH
Stellaris RNA FISH oligoprobes (50TAMRA labeled) for Klf4 and

Pou5f1 were synthesized by Biosearch Technologies. Probe se-

quences are available in Table S1. After the release from G2 phase

arrest, cells were cultured on a poly-D-lysine+ laminin-coated glass

slide for 2 hr and then were fixed with 3.7% formaldehyde solu-

tion. Fixed cells were hybridized as described in previous reports

(Raj and Tyagi, 2010; Raj et al., 2008). Forty z-sections of images

with 0.2 mm spacing were taken by an LSM 700 AxioObserver Z1

confocal microscope with Plan-Apochromat 633/1.4 oil differen-

tial interference contrast objective lens (Zeiss). To count the num-

ber of RNA spots in each sister cells using theMATLAB software, we

first prepared images where one of sister cells were eliminated

manually by Adobe Photoshop paintbrush tool. To remove pixel

noises and enhance RNA spots, we applied a Laplacian of Gaussian
Reports j Vol. 1 j 360–369 j October 15, 2013 j ª2013 The Authors 367
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(LoG) filter (bandwidth = 9) to each z-section (Raj et al., 2008) (Raj

and Tyagi, 2010), and then a z-stack was generated by Z projector

(standard deviation) in ImageJ. RNA spots were then counted

through the MATLAB software with image processing toolbox

(MathWorks) (Raj et al., 2008) (Raj and Tyagi, 2010).

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental Information includes four figures, five tables, and

one movie and can be found with this article online at http://dx.
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